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Abstract

An engineering model Power Control Unit (PCU) for the IRS Stuttgart low power hydrazine
arcjet ARTUS I (ref. 1) has been developed under German Space Agency (DARA) and
ERNO company funding. The main electrical requirements for the PCU have been met;
however the design goals with respect to mass and efficiency still needs some improvement.
The steps to achieve these goals are now clear and will be completed in the near future.

The power stage is based on a full semiconductor bridge, which was originally controlled by
phase shifted logical signals. The control is now achieved by the use of pulse width modulated
signals; this reduced the amount of hardware components considerably without any
performance loss.

The ignition system used is described in previous papers (e.g. ref.3); it is based on a 'flyback
regulator' which delivers energy into an averaging inductor, which is also in turn used as an
ignition transformer. This system and the design formulae are described in detail in this paper.

List of abbreviations

A. minimum magnetic area of transformer

Al factor of inductivity

K coupling factor

1, peak value of primary current of transformer
i i.,(t) primary current as a function of time
ir.i-(t) secondary current as a function of time

L, primary inductivity of transformer

N, number of primary windings of transformer
N. number of secondary windings of transformer

t(charge) time of energy charging to transformer
t time of ignition pulse (without arcjet)

Ub bus voltage
0, peak value of primary voltage of transformer
u winding relation of transformer
u, u,(t) primary voltage as a function of time
0L.. peak value of secondary voltage of transformer
u., u,(t) secondary voltage as a function of time
u.W real relation of primary and secondary voltage

of transformer

W. maximum storable energy in transformer
AB.. maximum flux density of transformer
W frequency in radians
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1. Introduction The main technical data for the PCU AJPE1.2 is given
below:

The starting point for development of the engineering
model power control unit (PCU) AJPE1.2 was the Bus Voltage (Input to PCU): 65..80 V
breadboard model PCU AJPE1.1, which has been Arcjet current: 10..18 A
successfully used for arejet development tests at the Arcjet voltage: 115 V maximum
Institute for Raumfahrtsysteme, University Stuttgart for Arcjet Power: 1600 W maximum
over a year (ref. 1). This PCU which was developed at Ignition voltage: 2800 V maximum
ERNO Trauen is designed as a laboratory model. It is a Power switching frequency: 30 kHz
current controlled unit that uses a 10 kHz switching Efficiency (power out/power in): > 85%
power stage; however a power control loop is not built- Dimensions (cm): 34 x 26 x 9
in. Control of the power stage is verified by phase-shift Mass: 7.2 kg
of power stage switching transistors in a full bridge
configuration.

3. Description of the Power Curcuit
The PCU AJPEI.2 uses a full bridge as well; however
control is achieved by pulse-width modulated signals, Figure 2 shows the principal methods for power switching
which reduces the number of components considerably. using a full bridge layout. Two control methods are
A considerable reduction of mass and volume (ca. 50%) possible, as mentioned before, i.e. phase shift and pulse
versus AJPE1.1 was realised. This was achieved by im- width control. In reference 2 phase shift control is
provement in the winding techniques for the power trans- described in detail, so only the main points for are
former and the ignition transformer/averaging inductor repeated here.
and also by increasing switching frequency to 30 kHz.
AJPE1.2 also contains a microcontrollercircuit, thattakes Clock Signals are fed to the four transistor switches, T,
control of arcjet ignition and arcjet power, receives one clock pulse, the inverted clock pulse is fed

to T2. The same applies to T, and T,; these pulses
however are phase shifted relative to the signals to T, and
T2. So current is fed to the primary winding of Tr,, if T,

2. Block diagram of PCU AJPE.2 and T, are conducting; the current rise is interrupted, if
T, is switched off and T, is switched on. Now however

Figure 1 shows a simplified circuit diagram of PCU the magnetic energy in the winding of Tr, drives the
AJPEI.2. Block B5 contains the arcjet current and current through T, and T,; as U = - L * di/dt, the
voltage measurement, which includes a galvanic current has to remain constant until T2 is switched on and
separation from the arcjet. The values of current (1,) and the current reverses its direction. In the case of arcjet
voltage (U.) are fed into block 6. The power is then ignition, this situation can lead to a shifted working point
derived from these values and is then compared to the of the transformer and to an asymmetrical current load
required value fed from the control computer. The on the switching bridge.
necessary current is then calculated and given as a
required value to block B2. Pulse width control keeps T, and T, or T, and T, closed;

in this time power is transfered. No power is transfered
Block B2 contains the PI regulation system. The control when all switches are open.
voltage, which is derived from the required and measured
current is fed to the PWM circuit, where it is converted In the switch-off situation the magnetic energy of the
to a 30 kHz pulse width logical signal. This signal is fed transformer drives current through the transistor internal
via optocouplers and driver components to the power diodes, and as U, = - L * di/dt, the magnetic energy can
stages in block B3. Furthermore there are special parts be discharged completely in the switch-off situation. In
in block B2 which take care of the special needs of the steady state the magnetic working point will be driven
switching transistors in block B3. Block B3 also contains very quickly in the direction of symmetric charging and
the rectifying diodes. discharging, even if the arcjet is ignited during an

asymmetric condition. Therefore the pulse width control
The rectified current is fed into Block B4. The normally of the switches seems to have some advantage against the
rectangular shaped current is smoothed by a current phase shif control.
averaging inductor. This inductor is also used as the
ignition transformer; the primary winding is for the
ignition circuit whilst the secondary winding is used as
the averaging inductor.

Block BI contains the circuits that produce the different
supply voltages for the semiconductor circuits.

Finally Block B7 is a filter circuit that reduces EMC
disturbances on the bus voltage supply.
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4. Ignition circuit description and design formulas:

U, c  (7))
Figure 3 shows how the ignition transformer is integrated L
into the arcjet current circuit. Figure 4 shows the circuit
on the primary side of the transformer T,, SI stands for
an ideal transistor switch.

(8)
L * N2 AIFigure 5 shows expected current i,(t) and voltage u,(t)

behaviour if the switch is closed from to to t, and then
opened. The voltage maximum 0, max is limited by the
maximum allowed collector voltage U, of the transistor The voltage of T 2 jumps from -Ub to +Ub so that the
switch and by the bus voltage Ub as described below: capacitor Cl is charged very fast from U b to 2 U, via

diode V3. This causes some unwanted oscillations on the
trace u(t). So calculation of u,(t) according to formulas

0, max - U, max - Ub  (1) is only valid when u,(t) > Ub.

The necessary transforming ratio is ideally If diode V3 is conducting, an oscillation circuit is formed

S, by T2 and Cl. The capacitor Cl shall be chosen to:
a . -

C1, 2 '  (9)
C o

A real transformer needs a correction factor K due to
stray magnetic fields. So:

If Cl is smaller, then the voltage will exceed the allowed

i (3) collector voltage of switch S1.
", - (K < 1)

K )The current will decrease cosine shaped, the voltage will
increase as a sine wave. At t = tz the complete energy
from the transformer, is transfered to the capacitor Cl.

At t = to switch SI is conducting (figures 4 and 5) The discharge of the capacitor, which would now start
normally, is prevented by diode V3; however igniting of

The bus voltage drives current through the primary the arcjet should have taken place. If no igniting
winding of the transformer T,, the current increases as occurred, then the capacitor is discharged via RI very
a ramp, the slope of which depends on the bus voltage slowly.
and the inductivity of T. The maximum energy that can
be stored in a transformer is: The loading of the capacitor will take

S(4) t (10)
W . 4AB A. "  

At7l

Primary current and voltage of T 2 follow the equations
The energy to be stored in the transformer requires a (t, < t < t 2 ):
charging time t(charge) where t(charge) = t, - to:

K(chare).N, A (s)

(12)
,() *L, w sin(wt)

Switch Sl is opened at t = t,. The current has reached

its peak value ,:

i( .U t t (6)r ca
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Figure 6 shows u,(t) and transistor voltage SI, referred
1 (13) to the anode of diode V3. Bus voltage was 70 V. The

^C- power supply to the power bridge was switched off and
the arcjet was not connected. The traces show, that
t(charge) is considerably longer than calculated, i.e. 19
psec versus a calculated value of 13.5 5sec. This

for the secondary side: demonstrates the influence of the resistance R. of the
conducting transistor.

i(t) = i(t) , ( The measured time until voltages reach their negative
maximum (-300 V, -368 V; difference is bus voltage) is
4.8 psec, which corresponds well to the calculated value
of 4.83 sec.

u.(t) u.) (IS) 5. Igntion of Arejet ARTUS I

Figures 7 to 12 show the are current and voltage at
various mass flow rates to the arcjet, when ignition has
taken place. There was no connection of the bus voltage

Ignition of the arcjet can only occur at t, < t < t,. In to the power bridge, so al the are current was delivered
this case the secondary voltage will collapse to the are by the ignition circuit and its stored energy.
voltage. The are current gets the value which is induced
from the primary side of T,. Figure 13 gives a summary of ignition tests. The arcjet

inlet pressure P, and therefore volume flow rate V of
The equations up to now apply only for an ideal switch gas is varied throughout the test series. Out of a series of
Sl. Replacing this by a real transitor switch means that ignitions, 10 successful ignition plots were evaluated for
the full bus voltage Ub wil not drive the current i(t) ignition voltage and the number of unsuccessful ignitions
through the primary coil, but only Ub - R. i,(t). counted. At the lowest inlet pressure the variation in

ignition voltage is between 1200 and 2832 V and there
That means the charging voltage of T 2 decreases linearly were up to five starts necessary for one successful
with ,(t): ignition. According to this list it appears that this arejet

(ARTUS I) seems to be started more easily at the low and

A l di (16) high end of the votume flow range than the middle. As
- -- t = L, yet no satifactory explanation for this phenomenon has

(charge) dt been found.

The range of ignition of voltages which have been
So the time t(charge) has to be increased until u,(t) has measured at successful ignitions is quite large. Again
reached the desired value 0,. there is no satifactory explanation. However the average

ignition voltage increases with mass flow as would be
From these considerations it is obvious, why this ignition expected.
system is so advantageous. At the time of ignition there
is already a current flowing through the averaging The analogue plots show that with increasing mass flow
inductor. If another ignition system is chosen, which is the burning time of the arc decreases. This can be
sometimes doneon laboratoryequipment, then the current explained by the higher gas speed in the constrictor.
in the averaging inductor has to be increased rapidly to Figure 8 shows the situation for a volume flow of 0.124
the desired value. This is difficult to realise in practise I/s, figure 10 for 0.206 1/s and figure 12 for 0.289 I/s.
due to the opposing requirement of having to have a large
averaging inductor to get current stability during steady At the lowest flow the arc current starts at 11 A at a
state operation. voltage of approximately 30V (figure 8); in figure 10 the

arc current starts at 8 A at a voltage of 50 V. Figure 12
Starting with the desired range of necessary ignition with a mass flow of 0.289 I/s shows a start current of 6
voltage (e.g. to 3000 volts), the following parameters are A at approximately 70 V.
calculated (using equations 3 to 13):

A summary of measured and calculated values is
u, = 0.010684 from eqn (3) presented as derived from figures 7, 9, 11 (which are
t(charge) = 13.5 psec from eqn (5) plots of the first 20 psec of figures 8,10,12)
I= 120 Amperes from eqn (7)
Cl = 1.2 F from eqn (9)
t, = 4.83 psec from eqn (10)
L, = 7.88 pH from eqn (8)
(o = 325196.8 sec' from eqn (13)
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Figure 7: 6. Conclusioas

Calculated values Measured The design of the power control unit AJPE1.2 comes
close to the goals of an engineering model. The design

u, (t.) = 166.5 V t. = 1.76 ps equations developed so far have proven a useful tool for
u_(t.) = 1558.4 V u.(t ,) = 1584 V the design of an ignition circuit, as shown by the ignition
i(L ) = 100.8 A tests. These tests helped to get a better understanding of

(1t,,( = 10.8 A i,(tn = 11 A the are ignition and also for some detailed criteria of the
current control loop. The benefits are a possible increase
in reliability of arjet ignition.

Figure 9:

Calculated values Measured
7. Acknowledgements:

, (t-,) = 232.7 V t. = 2.64 ps
u.(t, = 2178.4 V u.(t..) = 2088 V This project was carried out under funding from the
,(tm) = 78.4 A German space agency (DARA) and ERNO company

i,(tLI) = 8.4 A i(t, = 8 A funds.

Figure 11:
8. Refereces

Calculated values Measured
1) H.L. Kurtz, D.M. Zube, B. Glocker, M. Auwerter-

u, (t = 274.8 V t,, = 3.4 ps Kurtz, M. Kinnersley, M. Steenborg, G. Matthaeus, H.
u,(t.. = 2572.4 V u-(t,.) = 2472 V Willenbockel "Low Power Hydrazine Arcjet Study",
i,(tJ = 53.8 A AIAA 92-3116.
i(tJ = 5.75 A i~(t, ) = 6 A 2) J.A. Hamicy, G.M. Hill "Power Electronics for Low

Power Arejcts" AIAA 91-1991.
3) C.J. Sarmiento, R.P. Gruber "Power Electronics for

Calculated and measured values match quite well. The a 1-kilowatt Arcjet Thruster" AIAA 86-1607.
data from figure 13 result from similar plots, reasons for
varying results are not clearly to be defined. However
figures 8, 10 and 12 show significant results. Figure 8
shows a voltage step approximately 40 psec after ignition,
figure 10 approximately 15 isec after ignition and figure
12 12.5 psec after ignition, always with no significant
step in the current trace. This leads to the conclusion that
the are changes resistance abruptly at this moment. One
possible explanation could be that the arc comes through
the constrictor and keeps its stable position. The time
when this happens depends on the mass flow. Moreover
it is assumed that a successful ignition is only performed,
when this phenomenon appears before the current is too
low for a final stable situation.

Whether or not this could be influenced by special
geometric design of the cathode or anode is not yet
investigated. Up to yet no investigation has been
undertaken to check how repeatable this voltage step is,
or how it can be influenced. From these plots however
it is derived that the power bridge should take over the
current supply and control as quickly as possibleafter this
step and that this should happen preferably at a current
setting which is equal to the current supplied by the
ignition circuit at this time. So response time from this
current measurement and the control loop has to be good
enough for this; a couple of psec is all that should be
allowed.
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Figure 2 Princie of owrbide1
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Figure 3 : Secundary side with arcjet and ignition
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Fiure 4 : Inition circuit

Figure 4 : Ignition circuit
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I. A: 336 V
A: 4. Sjs
t: 36 V

IY I.~-300 V

b~y/dv ~IC112 Mill
.. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . - 36S V

lOOV/div 1

ViJ ~ Cl12 IO V N- .00j11S C12% -100y

Figure 6 Voltage trace up, u(Sl), without arcjet

Te k @M. Single Seq 25.O0is/s

[-;-- -- A: 25.2 V
A: 1. 76ps

10 Ad iv Cit: 26.4 V

0h2 Max
.. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 2 6 .4 V

....... . .

600V/div

C11 1T.0 V 10.0 V M 2.0 0ps C2 fj 10.2 V 25 Jun 1993
10:37:00

Figure 7 Arcjet voltage and current with successful ignition

vI = 1). 2- '_/sec.
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Tek * Single Seq 2.50MS/sI:---t---~----- l -----
" " .... ... .. .... .... .. ..

A: 4.32 V
• A: 92.0Us

- .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . @ : 3 .3 6 V
loA/div I

S: Ch2 MaxS. . ... . -- . . .... s.O S v
S' Clipping

S- pos/neg

.. ...... :. .... .. .. . . - .... .. . . .

60V/div

..... ...... : 3...........6 V

S. . . . . . .

1OA/div

S20.0s C2 V 25 199Max

. .. 34.S V

Cli 1.00V 10.0 V M2.0Os C 1.2 25Jun 1993

10:39:55

Figure : Arcjet voltage and current with successful ignition

v = 0.124 i/sec.

Tek uaaSingle Seq 25.0MS/s
.... ...... E- T---I _ ..1 __ . -. . .. ... .. .. . .. ....... ... ... i

... . ... : 3 .6 V

.. . i* .. Ct12 MaxII : * ! * i* -* * .. 34.S V

-i . . . .. -. . .. . . . . . . . . .. : . . ...

S 1l o o v  lOOV M 2.OIus Chi2J" 10.2 V 25Jun 1993

0S:14:04

Figure 9 : same as Figure 7, v = 0.206 i/sec.
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A: 2.00 VA: 57.2ps
@: 5.68 V

1bA/diV

Ch12 Max

Clipping
pos/neg

60V/div .. ~-

.[.

chF 1i.00 v Lgjm 1.00v I1OOI0jis Ch2 J 10.2 V 25 Jun 1993
08: 23: 33

Figure 10 same as Figure 8, V=0.206 1/sec.

Te k Single Seq 2S.OMS/s
[T

A: 42.8 V
A: 3.40ps

.. . ..... . .. .. ... .. @ : 4 1.2 V
1 OA/div ci a

....................... ..*...........

600V/div

1LeoV 10.0OV M 2.00ps Ch2 Y 10.2V 25 Jun 1993
08:49:0 1

Figure 11 same as Figure 7, V=0.289 1/sec.
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- -----" .t-- ----- __- --- ]--

SA: 3.32 V
S: 23.4ps

.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .:.. . 5 .7 2 V

10A/div

. .......... " __.. . . . . ..S.OS 

1 
r-.

:i: \Ch2 Max

Clipping
pos/neg

60V/div

Ch1 1.00V 1.00 V M 10.0ps Ch2 / 10.2 V 25Jun 1993
08:45:37

Figure 12 : same as Figure 8, v = 0.289 1/sec.

v Parc(abs.) Uignit number of fail
1/sec bar V ignitions
--------------------------------------------------------------------
0.083 0.85 1200...2832 1...5
0.124 1.25 1584...2064 2...12
0.165 1.7 1776...1920 3...14
0.206 2.15 1920...2328 1...20
0.248 2.6 1824...2400 1...12
0.289 3.0 2136...2520 1...4
0.33 3.4 2376...2784 1...4

Figure 13 : Table of first testrow
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Vacuum chamber

Gas
ARTUS 1 Flow

meter
Parc _2H2N2 SPare

0.2 mbar

ch2

Scope

chl

+
Ignition circuit
of AJPE1.2

Figure 14 : Test assembly
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. % .. 7

Figure 15 : PCU AJPE1.2

Figure 16 : Firing of arcjet ARTUS 2




